Abstract

Most Arab universities teach in English at the departments of natural sciences. As a result, the student's performance deteriorated as it is not delivering the expected outcomes. The hypothesis is that the education at natural sciences departments in English is not delivering the expected outcomes and not preparing Arab students to carry out a revival of their countries. An empirical research was conducted to study the negative consequences of teaching in English at Philadelphia University at the Colleges of Sciences, Nursing, Engineering and Pharmacy. The Vice-President, the deans, instructors and department chairs were interviewed, and a questionnaire was distributed among students. The results were in favor of teaching in Arabic. The Vice-President, Deans and Department Chairs discussed possible means of teaching in Arabic, and some discussed how they have been incorporating Arabic in their classes and departments. Most students said they exert extra effort to study English textbooks and that studying in Arabic would improve their performance. The paper concludes that the Arab countries need to take immediate steps to Arabize instruction of the natural sciences at Arab universities.

The overwhelming surge of globalization has invaded communities all around the world, as citizens stand bewildered and taken aback, welcoming, resisting or forced to go with its influx. English, the main tool of globalization and the global lingua franca, is now a prevalent medium of instruction in the prestigious international academic institutions. Feeling obliged to understand the first-world powerful countries, which are exporting their cultural and material products, Arab universities adopted English as the medium of instruction. This created the dilemma of "Taghreeb" as opposed to "Ta'reeb", as Dr. Ghaseeb (2018) puts it in Arabic, which is westernization vs. Arabization. In order for Arab universities to achieve academic excellence and compete with the most prestigious
academic institutes, they need to adopt Arabic as the language of instruction; the mother tongue and the symbol of national identity.

In The International Day of the Arabic Language, Prof. Ghaseeb (2017) a member at the Jordan Academy of Arabic gave a lecture in the Academy under the title: Terminology and Arabization. Ghaseeb discussed the efforts exerted at the academy in Arabization, which include; translation of university textbooks; Arabization of scientific symbols, and Arabization of Terms (Ghaseeb 2017). (See Appendix 1, images 1, 2 and 3 for several samples of dictionaries of Arabized and translated scientific terms).

He indicates that Arabic would cultivate the creative mindset and unite Arab communities (Ghaseeb 2017). Bjourn and Garrison (1975) share this view. They define an Arab as one who speaks Arabic and refers to himself as an Arab. They say that in spite of the variation in the Arabic language between previously colonized Arab countries, the "strength for the unity of all Arabs lies in the emotions it arouses and in the belief that there is some kind of organic unity between Arabism and the Arabic language."

Several papers have addressed Arabization of university education with different perspectives. Arab Maghreb countries had an unfruitful Arabization of university education at, as communities refused Arabization policies according to Baoueb and Toumi (2012). They studied the Modernization of Arabic in Tunisia, to be used as an efficient tool of communication in all modern domains, which resulted in code-switching practices between Arabic and French. In a similar situation, Boum (2008) believes that Arabization failed in Morocco due to the social belief that Arabic is a language of religion and humanities rather than sciences. This gives privilege to members of the upper and middle classes who are fluent in French and study scientific subjects, whereas students from rural areas who studied in Arabic pursue a degree in religion and humanities.

A different and positive perspective toward Arabization is reflected in papers which depict the Qatari, Egyptian and Syrian university education. Teaching medicine in Arabic at Egyptian universities enables students to think, understand and learn in Arabic, which would enhance the quality of learning and improve performance, based on a questionnaire conducted by Sabbour et al. (2008). A similar attitude is found in Elli-li-Cherif & Alkhatib’s, (2015) paper, where the Qatari Universities’ Arabization decision received support from students and their families. The Syrian Arabization policy is depicted by Badinjki (1994). It started with establishing the College of Medicine, after similar efforts in Egypt and Lebanon. This set an example for the resourceful and adapting nature of Arabic. A magazine was launched, and textbooks and dictionaries were published in Arabic, with coined and translated scientific terms, after which they were adopted at university departments of medicine, pharmacology and engineering. The empirical paper of Al-Asal & Smadi (2011) reflects the outcomes of Arabization efforts in Syria as students of medicine and engineering at the University of Damascus showed higher proficiency in the
Arabic term as opposed to its Arabized equivalent compared to students at Jordan University of Science and Technology, which is a proof that Arabic is capable of treating scientific concepts adequately.

Modernization of Arabic requires standardization processes through political and administrative activities, as Faiza (2013) argues. She remarks that language planners need to portray Arabic to the community as a tool which facilitates their life and as a language of high value, whose absence and disrespect harms the community. Moreover, she believes awards shall be dedicated for successful initiatives in the Arabic language. Furthermore, she says the government shall issue decrees and arrange media campaigns and activities to promote standard Arabic, and put Arabic skills as an employment requirement for jobs in administration.

This paper explores prospects and challenges of Arabization of education at Jordanian universities. For this purpose, a questionnaire was distributed among students of the departments of Engineering, Nursing, Pharmacy and Sciences in the University of Philadelphia. They were asked questions regarding their proficiency in Arabic and their overall academic performance. The chairs of the aforementioned departments and instructors were asked to express their views on teaching in Arabic and whether they incorporate Arabic terms in class. The deans of the four departments were also asked on means of promoting Arabic as a language of instruction. Conclusions were formalized by amalgamating the interviews with the deans, department chairs, and instructors with the survey results. Finally, solutions and recommendations were provided.

**Method**

As an empirical method, I have conducted interviews with the deans and instructors at the departments of Engineering, Pharmacy, Natural Sciences and Nursing at Philadelphia University. As for students, I distributed a questionnaire among them.

The sample consists of the Vice-President of Philadelphia University, Deans of the four departments, sixteen department chairs and instructors and fifty-five male and female students. Five students from each faculty of Nursing, Pharmacy and Sciences filled a questionnaire, with forty students from the faculty of engineering, which includes eight engineering departments, five students from each department. The age of students is between nineteen and twenty-two years.
Results

The Vice-President, the deans of Engineering, Sciences, Pharmacy and Nursing presented their opinions on the possibility having Arabic as the language of instruction at Philadelphia University. They acclaimed attempts to Arabize education in Syria, Iraq, and Algeria. They also suggested learning lessons from the French, German, Spanish and Chinese educational systems where the first language is the language of instruction at universities. Interestingly, some of the deans have written books in Arabic and translated many others into Arabic.

The Vice-President and Faculty Deans

The Vice-President said that even though Arabic is capable of delivering scientific terms, the fact that all academic papers and books are written in English compels universities to teach in English.

The dean of Pharmacy, who is also the Dean of Scientific Research in Philadelphia University believes teaching in Arabic will improve the quality of teaching and comprehension. He believes that having initiative, a clear vision and collaborating to modernize Arabic will make it possible to teach natural sciences in Arabic.

Furthermore, the Dean of Sciences College and the Dean of Nursing College, say that Arabic is capable of serving the scientific academic domains. They add that as long as there are no projects to translate science books, Arabic may not be a language of instruction at the Colleges of Sciences and Nursing. Based on relevant experiences in managing translation projects and managing university departments, the Dean of Engineering College remarks that Arabization in Iraq, Jordan, and Syria faced many hurdles. First, some instructors were graduates of international institutes and received their education in a second language. Second, there was shortage of translated books, scientific references and databases of common Arabized terms. He praises the Spanish institutions which carry out a monthly translation of the latest English articles and books. In order for them to have a scientific renaissance, Arab academic institutions, he argues, need to take immediate and serious steps to Arabize the syllabi of natural sciences. See Appendix 2, image 1: Interviews with the Vice-President and the Deans
Instructors and Department Chairs

When asked about their opinions about teaching in Arabic, 70.97% of the instructors and department chairs expressed their opposition, while 29.03% said they support such a decision. Figure 1 below shows analysis of their responses. See Appendix 2, image 2: Interviews with the Vice-President and the Deans.

---

**Figure 1: Attitudes of Instructors and Department Chairs Toward Teaching in Arabic**

- 70.97% Yes
- 29.03% No

---

Among those who believed Arabic can not be a language of instruction of Science departments, around 4% said they think Arabic is incapable of conveying scientific concepts, whereas 90% stated that Arabic is not a global language and 6% said they believe Arabic is incapable of conveying scientific concepts because it is not a global language.

One of the main reasons for the instructors' preference for Arabic as a language of instruction was due to students' weakness in English. Around 40% of instructors said they make use of Arabic technical and general terms in class.
**Students**

With regard to students, 60.87% said they do not support studying in Arabic, and 39.13% said they do, as figure 2 below shows.

![Figure 2: Students' Attitudes](image)

Furthermore, Figure 3 below provides an analysis of the students' responses regarding their experience with studying in English. Those who said the teacher delivers material in English adequately were around 20.16% and 41.94% said the teacher mentions Arabic terms during class. Those who said they translate English texts into Arabic before studying were 37.9%.

![Figure 3: Assessment of Classes Taught in English](image)
Some students had the initiative to answer the questionnaire and encouraged their friends to do so, which is an indication of having difficulty learning in English and eagerness to study in Arabic. See Appendix 2, image 3: Students’ Questionnaire.

The responses of the faculty deans were positive, as they suggested coordinating efforts to encourage teaching in Arabic. Despite the fact that the majority of responses among instructors and department chairs were in support of Arabization of natural sciences at the university, most of them said that such a step needs serious plans and may take years to be successfully implemented. This is especially true for those who believe Arabization cannot be successfully implemented as long as Arabic is not a global language. The fact that around 40% of instructors said they incorporate Arabic terms in class reflects the capability of Arabic in transferring knowledge.

The faculty of Architecture at Philadelphia University has set an example of teaching in Arabic. According to the department chair and instructors, classes are being taught in Arabic and English because students are struggling while studying English textbooks. But the department chair believes this does not bring the expected outcomes, since English is the language in which the latest theories and books are written. See Appendix 1, image 4: Part of a Class in Architecture in Arabic and English in Philadelphia University.

Most of the students said they were against studying in Arabic in spite of having a strong command in Arabic. Moreover, Syrian students were argued to be among the most successful students, due to learning in Arabic at the Syrian universities, which is a strong argument for studying in the mother tongue.

Moreover, the fact that 41.94% students said the teacher mentions Arabic terms during class has two indications. First, the English language is incapable of delivering the material adequately because it is not the mother tongue of the students. Second, Arabic is more adequate and capable of conveying scientific materials adequately as a mother tongue. According to only 20.16% of students, the teacher delivers the material adequately in English, which is an indication that students are having an extra load by studying in English. Finally, around 37.9% indicated they translate texts into English, which also reflects the huge effort students are exerting to study materials in English, and the fact that they find it easier to study texts translated to their mother tongue.

Limitations of the interviews include the inability to ask deans, department chairs and instructors enough questions, due to their busy schedules. Students were also busy having exams. Some students expressed their preference of learning in Arabic to have an easier rather than efficient education. Moreover, I was unable to reach the students and the academic staff of the Nursing Faculty and the department of Mechatronics as they were busy having exams.
Teaching natural sciences at Arab universities is delivering undesirable outcomes due to teaching in English, the second language of students. Teaching in English increases the study load and harms the overall performance of students, due to the incapability of English to as a foreign language to deliver and transfer information into practical skills. Arabic on the other hand, the mother tongue, has high capacity to encompass rich communication, deliver information adequately.

Some scholar has made experiments to gauge the attitudes of students and instructors and the students’ performance, while others studied attempts to standardize Arabic at departments of natural sciences at Arab universities. Literature on Arab Maghreb countries reflected the unfruitful Arabization process there, whereas Syria and Iraq were portrayed as relatively successful examples. Such Arabization projects undertaken at the national Arab level provide a rich reservoir for lessons to be learnt for future endeavors at the Arab regional level.

Interviews were conducted with the Vice-President, deans, department chairs and instructors at departments of natural sciences in Philadelphia University. The results reflect general positive attitudes toward teaching in Arabic at faculties of natural sciences in Philadelphia University.

There are several recommendations to implement Arabization of the natural sciences at Jordanian universities. At the university level, the Ministry of Higher Education should to impose on Jordanian universities to publish several articles and translated books by each instructor each five years, and consider it a condition for academic promotion and recruitment. Universities have also to encourage launching initiatives and contests of Arabization at the faculty, department and university levels.

At the Jordanian national level, sound translations should be carried out at regular intervals. Moreover, there is a need to coordinate the efforts of universities, media and all institutes concerned with Arabization. Arabized texts have to receive extensive scrutiny and assessment to compete with the international ones. Furthermore, academicians and education stakeholders need to be encouraged to translate books in scientific fields and should be rewarded for their efforts. Such books will eventually be adopted as references or main text books. Since English is the language of the modern era, courses in English for special purposes could equip students with the basic terms in their specialization.

At the regional Arab level, there must be a binding decision by the Arab League to enforce translation and Arabization on all Arab universities. For this purpose, the League shall establish an Arabization supreme council and allocate a budget to finance its activities. The council will carry out translation projects on daily, monthly and bimonthly basis for the latest scientific articles and books, and publish books of natural sciences in Arabic. Arab
linguists and academicians from different specializations would gather in this League to assess new scientific terms, scrutinize different translations and agree on common terms.

Only through collaboration and determination can Arab universities overcome all challenges to adopt Arabic as the language of instruction of the natural sciences. This will strengthen the Arab academic system, and act as the cornerstone for the revival of Arab civilization.
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Appendix 1

1. Sample from *The Dictionary of Scientific and Technological Terms*, page: 2851, Fourth Part
2. Sample from the Glossary in Botany, page: 7

Glossary in Botany

**ABSCISSION**
The cutting off of leaves or flowers from the plant. It usually occurs in the region of the plant.

**ABSCISSION ZONE**
The zone where the cutting off of leaves or flowers occurs. It extends from the leaf to the flower.

**ABSORPTION**
Absorption of materials into the plant tissues.

**ABSORPTION SPECTRUM**
The absorption spectrum of the pigments that give the plant color.

**ACCESSORY PIGMENT**
Accessory pigments that absorb light energy and transfer it to chlorophyll.

**ACHENE**
A single-seeded fruit, typically with a single seed.

**ACID**
A substance that can release hydrogen ions (H+) into solution.
3. Sample from *the unified Medical Dictionary*, page: 2628

megadontic

megadontism

megadose

megaduodenum

megaesophagus

demagertz

demajoule

demakaryoblast

demakaryocyte

demakaryocytopenia

demakaryocytopenia

demakaryocytosis

megalom

demelakria (= acromegaly)
4. Sample of a Class in Architecture in Arabic and English, Philadelphia University.

ARCH 660291 Environmental Control
Lecture: 17

Climate responsive buildings

Building components

a) Heat storage and time lag, which provide a balanced indoor climate and take advantage of outdoor temperature fluctuations.

b) Thermal insulation, which prevent undesired heat gain, but do not impede emission of surplus heat.

c) Reflectivity, absorption and emissivity, which regulate the radiation from and to the sky and the surroundings.

ARCH 660291 Environmental Control
Lecture: 17

Climate responsive buildings

a) Heat storage and time lag, which provide a balanced indoor climate and take advantage of outdoor temperature fluctuations.

The capacity of building components to store heat and to release it later has an important regulating effect on the indoor climate. A high internal mass reduces the indoor temperature swing. During the daytime it is thus cooler and at night warmer than outdoors.

Heavy structures have higher thermal mass than light structures

a) Insulated and transparent, which provide a balanced indoor climate and take advantage of outdoor temperature fluctuations.

b) Thermal insulation, which prevent undesired heat gain, but do not impede emission of surplus heat.

c) Reflective, absorptive and emissive, which regulate the radiation from and to the sky and the surroundings.
1. Do you support adopting Arabic as the language of instruction in the university?

Why?

Why not?
2. The Instructors and Department Chairs’ Interviews

Instructors and Department Chairs’ Interview

1. Which subject do you teach?

2. Do you believe a teacher’s proficiency in Arabic is important?

3. Do you incorporate Arabic terms equivalent to English ones during class?

4. Can Arabic be the language of instruction in your field? Why?

   Yes

   No
3. The Students’ Questionnaire

Questionnaire for BA Students Attitudes

Specialization:
Arabic Language proficiency:  
English Language Proficiency:  

Answer based on what your experience in the class:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher incorporates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic terms equivalent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to English ones</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher delivers material</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in English adequately</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I translate texts into</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic and study them</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Can Arabic be the language of instruction?

Yes

No
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